CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background of the Study
In real life, a struggle can be seen in a society. Struggle means some
efforts to reach something. The struggle varies, such as struggle for justice,
struggle to get a job, struggle to get a higher position on their profession,
struggle for freedom, and struggle for life, struggle to get achievement, and
also struggle for love. Many ways are used to make necessities come true.
They can do everything to struggle something they need. Although struggle to
get or reach something is hard, at least the better condition is able to reach.
In the struggle to find love, people’s personality and life style change.
People will try to be better when they meet someone that they love, because
loves for them are important. Lack of love will make them feel anxious, bored
and lonely. Love can make people feel: happy, sad, and angry. It makes
people laugh and cry. Musbikin (2002: 30) says that love is sacred. It is given
by Allah SWT, It’s priceless. It means everybody deserves love even though
he or she has to struggle for it. Someone who is falling in love will always
feel happy and tries to look better and better in front of the person that they
love. They will do everything as a form of sacrifice. Although they realize
that love is not always beautiful like our wish. Because of love our life has a
meaning.
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Hitch is a drama comedy, romantic movie which is Andy Tennant as
the director. Andy Tennant was born in 1955. He is an American
screenwriter, film and television director, and dancer. Born in Chicago,
Illinois, Tennant was raised in Flossmoor, Illinois, a suburb of Chicago. His
father was Don Tennant, a legendary creative advertising talent with Leo
Burnett Agency in Chicago. As a boy, he spent his summers on Old Mission
Peninsula in northern Michigan and at Camp Minocqua in northern
Wisconsin.
He graduated from Homewood-Flossmoor High School in 1973. He
studied theater under John Houseman at University of Southern California.
Tennant's first acting role in a motion picture was in 1980 as a high school
student, on an all night scavenger hunt in a surreal film, Midnight Madness
which cameo’s cowboy hated Pee Wee Herman as a pin ball arcade manager;
Andy's first big break in films came when he was cast as a dancer and chorus
member in the movies Grease and Grease 2. After getting his start in acting,
Tennant became a television film scriptwriter and began directing TV films
and series alike. He helped multiple episodes of such shows as The Wonder
Years, Parker Lewis Can't Lose, the popular sci-fi series Sliders, and the
well-received drama Keep the Change (1992). He also gained a moderate
dose of pop culture notoriety as the director of The Amy Fisher Story (1993).
Hitch release in Indonesia on March 2th 2005. This film describes
man struggle of assuring love in New York. Andy Tennant is the director.
This film is produced by Sony Pictures Entertainment release of a Columbia
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Pictures presentation of an Overbrook Entertainment production. James
Lassiter, Will Smith, and Teddy Zee are the producer. Michael Tadross and
Wink Mordaunt are the Executive producers. And the screenplay is Kevin
Bisch. The genre of this movie is comedy, romance. This movie got awards 3
wins; BMI Film & TV Awards, Kids' Choice Awards, USA, and Teen Choice
Awards. This film also got 23 of nominations.
The movie opens with Will Smith's character AKA Alex Hitchins
talking about how men just need that little push to get the woman of their
dreams and how he helps them do that. All he needs is 3 dates and usually
after that third date its love - he pretty much can guarantee that. We then see a
flashback to when Alex was in college. He is definitely not the coolest person
on campus. He meets a girl and they instantly click and we see them kissing
and Alex explains to her how he is in love with her and we think she feels the
same, but he finds her in a car with another guy making out. Alex is upset and
screams that he just wants to know why this has happened" and all she can
say is she is sorry.
That basically explains why he wanted to start the secret date Dr.
business. The only men he will help are ones that are referred to him. We also
see in the beginning a woman named Sara (Eva Mendes) going back to work
from a short vacation with big news about a man who cheated on an heiress
named Allegra Cole (Amber Valletta). While Sara was on vacation she
spotted the cheating man on the same beach she was at and had to come back
to work to write the article for her gossip column New York Standard. This
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pleases her boss and he praises her for her hard work, but questions that she
may be working too hard at her job and not at her personal life. She doesn't
seem too concerned and blows the subject off.
That evening we see Hitch out at a bar with a pal playing pool. Hitch
has to prove to his pal that he can get any girl to come over and talk to them
and he seems very confident. At this same time we see Sara at the same bar
talking to her friend Julie (Julie Ann Emery) Julie is explaining to Sara about
a guy she met at a lingerie store and how he said he was there buying
something for his mother and they exchanged phone's. Sara doesn't buy it and
says that the guy was definitely not there to buy something for his mother, but
Casey seems desperate enough to believe the guy.
The next day we see Hitch standing outside of a building watching an
overweight man who is very clumsily eating a hot dog. Hitch is amused at
how awful this guy seems and introduces himself to the man whose name is
Albert. (Kevin James) Albert explains that he needs Hitch's help in getting to
know a woman who he is head over heels for. It turned out to be Allegra Cole
(the heiress whose boyfriend was caught cheating on her). Albert also works
for Allegra as one of her financial advisers. Hitch is highly amused that
Albert would even go as far as to liking a woman like Allegra, but he agrees
because he can see that Albert is sincere and does seem to have true feelings
for Allegra.
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Then begin the training that Albert has to do to get close to Allegra.
Hitch tells him the first thing he should try to do is something over the top
impressive to Allegra. We see Albert in a business meeting with his fellow
colleagues and Allegra. Allegra has a suggestion for how she would like to
spend some of her fortune and explains that she has a friend named Maggie
that is wanted to start a fashion line and she would like 1/2 million dollars to
invest in this. The lead adviser says that he thinks it can be worked out, but he
wants a month to make arrangements. This disappoints Allegra because it is
something she really wants now. Albert speaks up and begins to take sides
with Allegra, saying that this is her money, she should do what she wants
with it and since she is an adult she shouldn't have to ask what she should to
with it. The lead adviser is shocked by Albert's reaction, but in the end Albert
said he would just quit this job.
He goes back in his office where Hitch is. Albert is so uptight about
what happened and takes out his asthma medicine. Hitch and Albert have a
scuffle so Albert can calm down. During the scuffle Allegra knocks on the
door and tells Albert she is shocked about what just happened, but wants to
get with him this week to go over some things about the plan for her friend's
fashion line. He nervously agrees while Hitch is never seen behind the door.
That night Hitch is back at the bar we saw him before, as is Sara. We
see a man coming on strong to her and she politely says she isn't interested
but he won't go away. Hitch sees what is going on and comes over and acts
like he is with Sara. He asks her how her meeting was and she plays along
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and the man takes the notion that they are really together. Hitch and Sara have
a flirty conversation about dating and they introduce themselves, but Hitch
leaves the conversation short, leaving her extremely interested and impressed.
The next day we see Sara get a package at her work place. It ends up
being walkie talkies and Hitch is on the other line he asks her to go out on jet
skis with him. She turns him down once, but he is persistent and she agrees to
and then she receives another package from him with a wet suit inside. The
date ends up horrific. Will kicks her off her jet ski, he digs up some
information about her family history which he thinks she will be impressed
with, but it also turns out to be bad, but she isn't too upset in the end and we
think they will see each other again.
We also see Hitch help Albert plan a day with Allegra. This time they
are going to a fashion event to meet her friend Maggie. Hitch helps him learn
how to dance properly, but he doesn't get it. The date isn't perfect by no mean.
Albert meets Maggie, who ends up being a man, so he is a bit tongue tied as
to what to say. He also dances awful and reporters capture it with their
cameras, but Allegra seems to be having a good time with him.
The twist now comes into play. Hitch meets a prospective client
named Vance. (Jeffery Donovan) Vance says he just wants to get in bed with
someone he met a lingerie store (Sara's friend Casey) and thinks Hitch will be
able to help him to that fast. Hitch doesn't like this guy at all and tries to
leave, but Vance thinks money can change his mind. Hitch explains that this
job isn't to help men like him and leaves.
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We then see Sara and her boss discussing gossip that got out about
Allegra being at an event with an unknown man (Albert). He is upset that
Sara didn't get the scoop and wants to know what is going on. Sara finds out
that Hitch is the one who got the tickets to this event for Allegra and Albert.
She asks him how he knows them. He says he doesn't know them and tries to
deny it.
Later, Sara asks him to dinner and her boss ends up being there and
they both try to get more info on Allegra and Albert. While they are eating
Hitch begins to have trouble swallowing and begins to have an allergic
reaction to the food. He swells up like a balloon and gets drugged up on
Benedryl. Sara again tries to get more info out of him, but he doesn't really
budge, but does tell him that the two are going to the Knicks game tomorrow
night. Sara ends up going to the game to get photos of them for her column.
The next day we see Casey upset about her date last night. She slept
with the guy at the lingerie store, but he had left her in a hurry. She said she
would like to kick the date Dr. that so called helped the man she went out
with. Sara finds the jerk that Casey went out with to see who this date Dr. is.
All he can tell her is where she could find him he doesn't know his name. So,
she sets this date Dr. up to meet a guy friend of hers on a fake meeting. She
finds out that the date Dr. is Hitch and is upset but runs off instead of asking
him what is going on.
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She is so upset that she ends up writing a gossip article on him
exploiting the situation without getting the right facts. She also includes
Albert and Allegra in this so Allegra thinks that everything was an act. Albert
is crushed and Hitch is ruined.
Hitch is upset that Sara didn't get the facts before writing the article.
She ends up learning the truth and apologizes to Hitch, but he is too upset to
accept this and blows her off. Later, we see Hitch preparing to move out of
his apartment and Albert comes in to ask Hitch if he can fix this situation.
Hitch is bitter about everything and thinks love is over rated. Albert tells him
that Hitch was a liar for what he did to all the men he helped. He shouldn't
help men out with love if he doesn't believe in it.
Albert leaves upset and Hitch begins to think about everything. He
decides to help Albert and runs to meet Allegra to tell her that Albert wasn't
acting about how he feels for her. That all the dorky things he did on their
dates was really him. Allegra believes him and she takes Albert back.
Hitch then goes to Sara to tell her his feelings, but he has a difficult
time. Now, he is the one needing a date Dr. to get his words right. Sara isn't
buying it and tries to tell him to leave, but he doesn't. He ends up telling her
how he feels about her, but Sara opens the door and there is another man
there. Sara says it’s too late and starts to leave with the man. Hitch goes after
them and he jumps on their car and she finally stops. The man ends up being
her brother in law and she takes Hitch back. They have a sweet reunion and in
the end we see Albert and Allegra at their wedding. Everyone's happy.
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After watching this movie the researcher is interested in analyzing the
Hitch movie because Hitch is an interesting movie; there are four aspects that
make this movie really interesting. This movie got awards 3 wins; BMI Film
& TV Awards, Kids' Choice Awards, USA, and Teen Choice Awards. This
film also got 23 of nominations : ALMA Awards (Outstanding Actress in a
Motion Picture Eva Mendes), BET Comedy Award (Outstanding Lead Actor
in a Theatrical Film Will Smith, Outstanding Theatrical Film), Black Movie
Award (Outstanding Performance by an Actor in a Leading Role Will Smith),
Black Reel Awards (Best Actor Will Smith, Best Film, Best Original
Soundtrack), Golden Trailer Awards (Best Comedy), Image Award
(Outstanding Actor in a Motion Picture Will Smith, Outstanding Motion
Picture ), MTV Movie Award (Best Comedic Performance Will Smith, Best
Male Performance Will Smith), People's Choice Awards, USA (Favorite
Movie, Favorite Movie Comedy, Favorite Song from a Movie Amerie For the
song "1 Thing"), Teen Choice Award (Choice Date Movie, Choice Movie
Actress: Comedy Eva Mendes, Choice Movie Blush Scene Will Smith, Choice
Movie Dance Scene Will Smith, Kevin James For Hitch teaching Albert how
to dance, Choice Movie Liplock Will Smith, Kevin James, Choice Movie
Love Scene Will Smith, Eva Mendes Hitch tells Sara he loves her, Choice
Movie Rockstar Moment Will Smith For singing "Reasons" while on allergy
medication, Choice Movie: Comedy)
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The second aspect is Hitch movie tells romantic comedies that very
entertaining. Hitch is about a man who knows what works with women and
teaches the guys who do not do well with them some tricks of the trade.
Actually, he more or less walks them through it. Hitch guarantees success up
until the dreaded third date kiss. After that, they are on their own. Of course,
Hitch finds a girl who he falls for and everything that he thinks he knows
does not work out for himself, when following the same guidelines. The
movie was a well-written romantic comedy which both guys and girls could
have a fun time watching.
The third aspect is the plot and the cast of the movie. Andy Tennant
makes the audience feel enjoy and enthusiastic with the movie because the
plot is easy to understand the movie. Started from the cause and then the
effect, from simple until complex, and from happy to conflict and then ends
in happy ending.
The Last is in Hitch movie have moral massage there was nothing
about racial stereotypes. It wasn't about a black guy teaching a white guy to
dance at all. It was about a bunch of characters that legitimately grow from
the first scene to the last.
Based on the previous background, the writer will observe Hitch
movie by using individual psychological approach. So, the writer constructs
the title STRUGGLE FOR LOVE OF ALBERT BRENNAMAN IN
ANDY TENNANT’S HITCH MOVIE (2005): AN INDIVIDUAL
PSYCHOLOGICAL APPROACH.
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B. Literature Review
There is no previous study in this theme because there are no
researchers analyzed about Hitch movie. So, this research will be the first
research in Hitch movie with individual psychological approach about Albert
Brennaman struggle for love, especially in Muhammdiyah University of
Surakarta.
C. Problem Statement
The problem statement is the important part of research. The writer
proposes: “How is Albert Brennaman’s struggle for love reflected in Andy
Tennant’s Hitch movie?”
D. Limitation of the Study
The writer focuses this research in analyzing Albert Brennaman
struggle for love in Andy Tennant’s Hitch movie based on individual
psychological approach.
E. Objectives of the Study
After formulating the problem statement above, the writer conduct the
objectives of the study as follows:
1. To describe how Albert Brennaman struggle for love in Andy Tennant’s
Hitch movie based on individual psychological approach.
2. To analyze Hitch movie based on its structural elements.
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F. Benefit of the Study
1. Theoretical Benefit
The writer hoped that this research give a new contribution and
information to the larger knowledge particularly in the literary studies on
Hitch movie.
2. Practical Benefit
By taking of the title and this film the writer is also expecting students may
now be thinking more creatively and critically with what is happening
around them.
G. Research Method
1. Type of the Study
The study is qulitative study, which takes the sources data from word and
other writen texts.
2. Object of the Study
The object of the study is Hitch movie by Andy Tennant.
3. Type of the Data and the Data Sources
There are two types of data namely primary data sources and secondary
data sources that are needed to do this research.
a. Primary Data Sources
The primary data source is the film itself, Hitch directed by Andy
Tennant.
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b. Secondary Data Source
Secondary data source are some books of literary criticism & article
from Internet.
4. Technique of the Data Collection
The data collecting method will be library research, research, released
document to be observed. Meanwhile, the techniques are:
a. Watching the film repeatedly.
b. Taking notes of the influence information in both primary and
secondary data.
c. Arranging the data into several groups on its classifications.
d. Selecting particular part considered important and relevant for analysis.
e. Drawing conclusion and formulating suggestion.
5. Technique of the Data Analysis
The step of analyzing the data of this research are by analyzing the
structural elements of the work and analyzing the Individual Psychological
perspective of the work. Analyzing the data of this research is trying to
clarify the obtained data by selecting the necessary ones.
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H. Research Paper Organization
The research paper organization of is as follows: Struggle for Love of
Albert Brennaman in Andy Tennant’s Hitch Movie (2005): A Individual
Psychological Approach. Chapter I is Introduction, it deals with Background
of the study, literature review, problem statement, limitation of the Study,
Objective of the Study, Benefit of the Study, Theoretical Approach, Research
Method, and Paper Organization. Chapter II contains Underlying Theory
planning of individual psychology used to analyze the movie. Chapter III is
structural analysis of Hitch movie. It elaborates with the structural analysis of
Hitch movie and discussion. The structural analysis consists of narrative
elements consists of character and characterization, setting, plot, style, and
theme. Chapter IV deals with analysis of individual psychology toward how
struggle for making dreams into reality and discussion. Chapter V is
conclusion and suggestion of the research.

